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What actions can we take that can most significantly improve the 
efficiency of our new logo acquisition efforts?

A Topical Question



But cost cutting is a blunt instrument that doesn’t guarantee 
greater efficiency and often results in slower growth.

Most Companies Can’t Answer That
Question With Any Precision…

So they are reduced to using Finance’s favorite tool…cost cutting!



If we know where the friction is, then we can surgically 
remove it and drive up efficiency. THAT is actionable.

Let’s Rephrase the Original Question…

Where are the greatest inefficiencies in our new customer acquisition efforts?

Where precisely is the friction?



So…how does context help?



Current LDL Cholesterol Count = 120

EXAMPLE: LDL (Bad) Cholesterol

This tells my doctor nothing.

It has no context and is therefore not actionable.

It’s data masquerading as information.

This is what the vast majority of GTM dashboards & scorecards are like…



Current LDL Cholesterol Count = 120

EXAMPLE: LDL (Bad) Cholesterol

6 Months Prior LDL Cholesterol Count = 100

This tells my doctor that my bad cholesterol is getting worse.

As a result, she will probable talk to me about improving 
my exercise and diet…now that’s actionable!



This tells my doctor that not only is my bad cholesterol 
getting worse, but it is elevated beyond the safe levels.

Current LDL Cholesterol Count = 120

EXAMPLE: LDL (Bad) Cholesterol

6 Months Prior LDL Cholesterol Count = 100

Acceptable range for my age/sex etc: 0-99

As a result, she will probably prescribe a statin…now that’s actionable!



Enabling leadership teams to focus on what 
matters and not get distracted by everything else.

Context makes data actionable by…

Identifying the levers we can push/pull to optimize 
performance.



1) Plan
2) Time
3) Causality
4) Significance
5) Industry Benchmarks

What context is helpful to
make GTM data actionable?



Nothing obviously actionable

Plan as Context: Consider Conversion Rates



OK OK OK

Caution Warning OK

Plan as Context: Consider Conversion Rates



The more granular your bottoms up plan from a full-funnel 
perspective, the better you’ll be able to forecast performance farther 

into the future…while there is still time to course correct.

Too many companies obsessed over forecasting based on late stage 
pipeline. At that point, you have a limited tool set to react with.

Note on Plans



1) Period-over-Period
2) Trend
3) Triggers / Events

Time as Context



Time as Context: Consider Lead 2 Counts
(i.e. Website Demo Requests)

Metric Last 90 Days

# L2 Leads (Demo Requests) 33

No context. Not actionable.



Time as Context: Consider Lead 2 Counts
(i.e. Website Demo Requests)

Metric Last 90 Days Prior 90 Days

# L2 Leads (Demo Requests) 33 45

Period-over-Period context. Grabs my attention because things are 
degrading. Still, this is only marginally actionable.



Time as Context: Consider Lead 2 Counts

Monthly Trend Context. Draws focus to peak in June followed by 
steady decline. Instigates forensic analysis for that time period.

Now that’s actionable!



Time as Context: Consider Lead 2 Counts

Monthly Trend + Event Context. I’ve concluded that my most recent 
change to the website has had a negative effect. Will reverse that. 

Now that’s actionable!

April 12: 
Changed 
website to be 
all RevOps as 
a Service

July 20: 
Stopped ad 
campaigns  
outside US 
and Canada

August 24: 
Changed 
website to 
self-select 
journey



Causality as Context: Consider SDR Meetings Set

Metric Plan Actual

# SDR Meetings Set 159 47

What action will you take to improve performance?

Bang on the table harder and tell them to hit the phones?



Causality as Context: Consider SDR Meetings Set

Metric Plan Actual

# SDR Meetings Set 159 47

Causality describes the 
upstream/downstream 
relationship between 

process metrics. Helps 
identify the ‘Why’ 
behind the ‘What’.

What action will you 
take to improve 

performance? Coach 
on effectiveness of 

outreach rather than 
quantity.



Significance is a way to add weighting to metrics in order to 
“separate the signal from the noise” to guide us on where we should 

focus our attention.

Significance as Context



Significance as Context: Consider Strategies

This feels bad.
We missed plan by 

$96k (or 36%)!



Significance as Context: Consider Strategies

But when we look at significance relative to other strategies it’s clear 
that Prospecting-SDR and Ads-LinkedIn are in even worse shape and 
more deserving of our attention than the Referrals-Partner channel.



Industry Benchmarks as Context:
Consider SDR Meetings Set

SDR Average Monthly Meetings Set

Alicia 7.2

Jose 6.8

Abdulah 6.7

Team Average 5.1

Maria 4.3

Christov 4.1

Bill 1.5



Industry Benchmarks as Context:
Consider SDR Meetings Set

SDR Average Monthly Meetings Set

Industry Benchmark (relevant cohort) 11.2

Alicia 7.2

Jose 6.8

Abdulah 6.7

Team Average 5.1

Maria 4.3

Christov 4.1

Bill 1.5



Allow us to know what “good” and “bad” actually look like.

Industry Benchmarks as Context

Caution:

Industry benchmarks are only helpful if the sample size is large 
enough to be able to form relevant cohorts that line up well with 

your company’s characteristics.  Otherwise, it’s an apples-to-oranges 
comparison and likely to lead to poor decisions.



What actions can we take that can most significantly improve the 
efficiency of our new logo acquisition efforts?

Back to the Opening Questions 

Where are the greatest inefficiencies in our new customer acquisition efforts?

Context will illuminate the friction!



Being data-driven implies you take action based on data.

Summary

But data is only actionable if it has sufficient context.

If you want to be good at this stuff it’s imperative that you 
consciously set up your GTM data infrastructure and analytics 

capabilities so you can bring context to bear.


